
Celebrity Corner
“Jesus” poses with the 
“angels” during a break in 
Easter morning rehearsal 
(which started at 6am!)  
Moriah also had cameos as 
a slave in Pilate’s courtyard 
and a villager in the Palm 
Sunday procession 
(carrying Daniel, the tiny 
Jewish boy!) 
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It was the Newhouse 

girls’ best year ever at 

the fair and Joshua’s first 

time to enjoy the 

animals, exhibits and 

other fun.  He did NOT 

like any of  the rides, but 

loved climbing on the 

tractors and petting the 

animals (see pictures on 

page 3).  

SIX FAIR ENTRIES - SIX BLUE RIBBONS!

NEWHOUSE NEWS
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Mark’s two sisters came to Tucson from New Jersey and Prescott Valley, 

AZ for the holiday. Everyone, including Grandma and Grandpa 

Newhouse, attended Christ Community to see the dramatic 

presentation put on by the choir and orchestra (pictured to the left are 

cousins Abbi Timm, Bethany, and Bella Triolo). Kim played bass for 

the early rehearsal and two services so Jordan was in charge of  putting 

the lunch spread together with the assistance of  Mema and Papa 

(Kim’s parents). Even Great Grandpa Holsinger came for lunch so the 

entire Newhouse side was there except for nephew Kyle who had just 

left for Navy boot camp. 

We had egg salad, turkey, 

fruit, vegies, and chocolate 

cupcakes for Joshua’s 

birthday.  It warmed up 

enough to go out and enjoy 

our play and garden areas. 

Here Elizabeth, Jordan, 

and Daniel are observing 

the caterpillars living in the 

fennel plant!

Family for Easter



Sew.... What’s Up?
By Jordan Newhouse

My friend Lisa was 

looking for a dress to 

wear to her 

graduation/18th 

birthday party.  She 

came up empty at all 

the stores she tried, 

so she decided to 

commission me to 

make her a special, 

one-of-a-kind dress.  

I had made her and 

three other friends 

ballet tunics for a 

performance, so Lisa 

was familiar with my 

work.

When we started the design process 

she told me that she didn’t want the 

dress to be blue.  All the other clothes  

in her closet are blue and she wanted 

something 

different.  Well, 

after “trying on” 

almost all the other 

pastel fabrics in 

Joann’s, we 

decided that blue 

is just her color!

The pattern is 

Simplicity 2926, 

and for the most 

part I was happy 

working with it.  I 

made quite a few 

changes to the 

construction, 

lining the whole 

dress and omitting facings.  The trim 

is white piping.

MAY

BIRTHDAYS

MAY 2
Uncle Brian Triolo
Aunt Ginger Unwin

MAY 5
Uncle Jeff  Timm

MAY 14
Great-Aunt Janey 

Lawson

MAY 13
Cousin Elliot 

Unwin

Old boat-new dog by Moriah
On the 2nd day in April, Papa, Mema, Jordan and I went to a 

traveling exhibit about the Titanic. There were real artifacts that 

they found at the site and lots and lots of  history. Before you go 

through the exhibit they give you a boarding pass so that you are 

a person that went on the Titanic then you get your picture with 

the captain at the “grand stair case”.  After touring many 

interesting rooms, you find out if  you were “lost” or “saved”...my 

husband and all of  Mema’s family drowned :( 

     After the Titanic tour we went to meet someone, I had no 

clue who it was and I didn’t know the surprise that was awaiting 

me! We drove up to a lady with a cage with a dachshund in it. I 

jumped out just as fast as Mema did to meet the puppy.  Earlier Mema had told me that 

the next dog they get would be half  mine, and the next thing I 

knew was that Mema was buying the puppy except she was $50 

short and guess how much money I had in my purse? 

       Mema said I could name him, but I could not think of  

anything good or that fit. Mom suggested something to do with 

the Titanic or his color and it finally came to me as I looked at 

pictures of  the ship at the bottom of  the sea: RUSTY! Mema 

was reading a book that day with a character named Rusty...she 

thought that would be a good name and was amazed when I 

called her with that very same idea!



ONE DAY ZOO THE NEXT DAY FAIR

Mo’s Haiku 

Much fun at the Zoo

Now the day is done... but wait...

Wake up - time for Fair!

Both had 

animals full of  

energy!

Both places 

had things to 

climb on

Cute Cwip
Moriah and Bethany 

were talking about horse 

milk (no we don’t drink 

it) When Daniel spoke 

up, “You can’t drink 

horse milk, they 

don’t have  

milk horns!!”

Step into Africa was an eye opener for 

AIDS and how you can help and how 

others are helping. It is a walk through 

exhibit as if  you are the child; at some points  

they have you sit down on what looks like their bed and 

what it would have felt like. I would 

encourage you to go to this 

exhibit if  there is one near you 

and if  there isn’t you can take 

the journey at the website 

below:

www.worldvisionexperience.org 

http://worldvisionexperience.org
http://worldvisionexperience.org


Can you spot the differences?



Jordan’s Birthday Gift for Daddy


